Abstract
Introduction
Mobile databases are gaining popularity and are likely to do so well into the future as portable devices become more and more popular and common. One key aspect of these database systems is their ability to deal with disconnection. Disconnection refers to the condition when a mobile system is unable to communicate with some or all of its peers. In such a situation the mobile no longer has access to shared data. Optimistic replication approaches have been proposed to deal with the disconnection problem [29] . In such approaches, the mobile unit is allowed to locally replicate shared data and to operate on this data while it is disconnected. The local updates can be propagated to the rest of the system on reconnection. However, since the local updates potentially conflict with other updates in the system, some form of conflict detection and resolution is required.
The architectures we consider are extended client server architectures. Here, the primary copies of all data items are stored on the server. All transactions must commit on the server to be "globally" committed. The clients are allowed to locally replicate a subset of the current database state (i.e. the set of all committed versions of all data items currently in the database). Local transactions on the client can operate on this local replica and perform updates. As long as the client is connected to the server, each local transaction is automatically serialized on the server before it is allowed to commit. However, if the client is disconnected and cannot access the server, local transactions are allowed to "locally" commit in the sense that their updates are made available to other local transactions after they have locally committed. The client on reconnection propagates all local transactions on the server for globally serializability testing. A transaction that can't be serialized due to conflicts, or because it read dirty data from another non-serializabile transaction, must be rolled back. Otherwise, the transaction is globally committed and its updates applied to the shared database. We refer to the process of serializability testing of and globally commit of disconnected transactions as reconciliation.
Related work
Recently lot of research has been directed at optimistic replication schemes and at mobile databases and reconciliation. Some early work can be found in [3, 18, 19] . Recently, Gray et. al. in [15] present a system architecture and a replication model for mobile databases. BAYOU [12] , provides another model for mobile data repositories. In BAYOU, information required for the reconciliation process is included in each update to the data repository. Walborn and Chrysanthis [32] provide an application semantics based approach to the reconciliation problem.
Our approach to the reconciliation problem is presented in [28] . In this paper, we present our design choices and decisions, and provide a sample application to show how the algorithm in [28] can be put to work in the real world.
Organization of the paper
We have organized the remainder of this paper as follows: section 2 describes the reconciliation process and the choices available for reconciliation algorithms; section 3 describes a sample application; and section 4 briefly lists our conclusions.
The Reconciliation Process
In most systems the replication (hoarding) and local update phases of a mobile's operation can be dealt with in a straightforward fashion. There are of course notable exceptions, especially when high speed mobility and trickle reintegration are concerned. The reconciliation (reintegration) phase of operation, on the other hand, provides interesting challenges in any disconnected database model. In this section, we explore some of the alternatives we have considered for the reconciliation process.
Data-centric versus Transaction-centric reconciliation
Reconciliation can occur at various granularities. Two obvious choices are to run the process at the granularity of individual data items or the granularity of entire transactions (i.e. read sets and write sets of transactions). The former is called data-centric; the latter transaction-centric. Datacentric reconciliation is the norm for most commercial disconnected databases.
To understand the difference between the two, let us consider a simple example. Consider a single version database consisting of a single data item, x = 1. Further suppose that a mobile client downloads x and disconnects and runs a single transaction T 1 : x = x + 1. Meanwhile, another transaction T 1 on the server updates x = 2. The history here is as follows:
On reconnecting the reconciler finds that the value of x read by the client transaction T 1 i.e. 1 is different from the value of x at the server, 2 (Note that we are assuming a single version system, so that any past values of x are "lost"). Thus a conflict exists and conflict resolution needs to be performed.
In the data-centric approach, the system uses rules to deal with data item conflicts. In our example, the DBA could define the following rule for x-conflicts using the commutativity of addition and subtraction: Thus, on using this rule on the server, we achieve the following history after conflict resolution:
Here T c is a new transaction created on the server to reflect the client's updates. Note how the value of x is modified. Also note that transaction T 1 has now been transformed into transaction T c on the server, which is a blind write. This is because T 1 's original read set is meaningless and the reconciliation mechanism does not understand transactions. To illustrate this further consider the following history, where two transactions run on the client:
The reconciler merely sees the downloaded image and the after image of x when the client reconciles updates. Thus, the fact that two transactions were run on client is lost (they are both replaced by a single transaction T c on the server); however we get the following history that is still semantically correct:
The advantage of this approach is that it is fast and cheap to implement. Moreover, the client need not even maintain the transactions it executed, just the current and downloaded values of the data items. However, if the semantics of the client transaction changes, e.g., suppose transaction T 1 doubles the value of x, x = 2x, then our rule is useless since it might lead to incorrect execution. The problem becomes intractable using the data-centric approach if there are multiple transactions with different semantics. To complicate the issue, very few transactions access only one data item. If some of the updates from a transaction are accepted, while others are rejected, we also compromise the atomicity of the client transactions. The only solution, which is followed by many commercial databases, is to force all updates to the be reconciled failing which the database is taken offline pending manual reconciliation. Obviously, this would lead to loss of throughput and database availability.
To solve these problems, we resort to transaction-centric reconciliation. In this approach, client transactions are reconciled as a unit, one at a time. Thus, entire transactions are reconciled or rejected. The client can also specify the semantics of the transaction in form of conflict resolution routines or functions. Thus, if transaction T 1 doubles the value of x, rather than incrementing it our sample history becomes:
which is identical to the earlier history 1 except for transaction semantics, but leads to a very different history on reconciliation! The history after T 1 is reconciled is:
and after reconciling T 2 is:
Note that this is a semantic rather than syntactic redo of the transactions. Also note how the approach easily takes into account the different semantics of transactions T 1 and T 2 . Further, if the semantics of T 1 and T 2 are unknown, we must reject T 1 . However, since T 2 's read set {x = 2} matches the value on the server, we can still reconcile T 2 , and we get the following history:
Note that only values of x in the read and write sets of T 2 are being used and not the semantics of T 2 . This property is very useful in mobile systems where transactions might need to be prioritized for reconciliation over weak or intermittent links as in case of cellular or infostation (see [13, 14] ) coverage. Since transaction dependencies no longer matter, transactions can now be sent to the server in any order. In our example T 2 can be reconciled before T 1 even though T 2 reads dirty data written by T 1 . Thus, if T 2 is "more important" than T 1 . then it can be sent to the server first.
As this example shows, transaction-centric reconciliation is considerably more powerful than data-centric. However, it should be noted that transaction centric reconciliation implies more work on the part of the client (entire transactions must now be tracked), and more complicated algorithms for reconciliation. In the next subsections we discuss how transaction centric reconciliation can be made even more powerful using weakened serializability models and multiversioning of data items on the server.
Weakening Serializability Guarantees
The mobile environment is inherently susceptible to weak consistency. This is due to the fact that we allow disconnected client to locally modify their replicas of the database. However, on reconnection, we require that these updates be somehow applied to the server dataset in a serializable fashion. This turns out to be a major hurdle for most systems, since full serializability is a fairly pessimistic and strong guarantee.
It stands to reason, therefore, that weakening the serializability requirement might lead to better performance of the system. Data-centric models inherently rely on this fact to improve performance. This is because the data-centric model assumes a fixed set of semantics for client transactions which is coded into the reconciliation rules. These fixed semantics can be used to bypass the serializability guarantees while still maintaining consistency of the data.
On the other hand, all effort must be made to provide as strong a serializability guarantee as can be achieved with reasonable performance. One such guarantee that works naturally with multiversion systems is snapshot isolation [7] . This guarantee is almost as strong as read committed, but is weak enough to allow us to focus on just the write sets of reconciling client transactions. Snapshot isolation allows histories in which transactions read from a snapshot of the database and where concurrent transactions write distinct data items (i.e. if a data item is shared by two concurrent transactions, only one of the transactions may write it). Note that serializability additionally requires that only one of the concurrent transactions modify shared data items (i.e. if one of the concurrent transactions modify a shared data item, then the other may not write any shared data item).
A sample application
Our work in [28] embodies much of the suggestions in the previous section. In particular, we have described an algorithm that achieves multiversion transaction-centric reconciliation and provides snapshot isolation to reconciling transactions. Additionally, the algorithm can be easily modified to support full serializability. At the core of our algorithm are two functions defined for each reconciling transaction: the conflict resolution function CR, which attempts to capture transaction semantics and the cost function C which measures the cost of resolving conflicts.
In this section, we describe a sample application. Using this application as a baseline we show that our conflict resolution model is far more powerful than others described in literature since it inherently allows side effects, i.e. the ability for a client to manipulate data that it has not replicated. We achieve this because unlike most other systems, conflict resolution is not optional in our model, rather the conflict resolution function must be invoked every time a transaction is reconciled against a snapshot, even if the snapshot matches the read set. (This requirement can be dropped for efficiency reasons if side effects are not needed and we not wish to detect phantoms.)
Consider a corporate database serving salepersons. The salespersons use laptops to access the centralized database server. Orders are generated or modified at customer sites while the database clients (laptops) are disconnected, and the corresponding transactions reconciled when the database clients (laptops) reconnect.
Let us assume the following schemas (amongst others) exist on the server ( primary keys are denoted by a single * while foreign keys are denoted by a double * * ): Note that these schemas are not meant to be all the relations in the database, rather these are only some of the relations on the database server. A real database can have many more relations.
CUSTOMER(CID
The CUSTOMER relation has the customer information. The PART relation contains the supplier information for all parts. The CUSTBOOK is the order book for customers, where all the orders for individual customers are logged. This is used to create invoices. ORDERBOOK on the other hand represents the orders that need to be sent to the supplier and aggregates all orders for a part from the CUSTBOOK. Note that this implies that this set of schemas is not normalized, nevertheless, it does illustrate a typical application.
Let us assume that whenever a salesperson goes out the salesperson locally replicates the CUSTBOOK, PART and CUSTOMER (or a subset of each, since we do not require that entire relations be replicated by the client). ORDER-BOOK is not replicated, since the client will not generate orders directly to suppliers. However, there is a tight integrity constraint between the ORDERBOOK and CUST-BOOK whereby all the sum of all orders for a given part in the CUSTBOOK must be less than or equal to the ordersize on the ORDERBOOK. (In practice, these values might drift as orders go out to the suppliers. However, we shall assume the tight constraint for our example.)
Further, suppose that the salesperson can execute the following types of transactions (amongst others): neworder (to book new orders), modifyorder (to modify existing orders), and cancelorder (to cancel and delete an order). As mentioned before the client can (but does not have to) specify conflict resolution functions. In our example, these functions are integrated into the transaction template, i.e. they are provided as a part of the transaction specification. However, this need not be the case, and the conflict resolution functions can be generated on demand during reconciliation or not at all. The transaction templates for our sample transactions are presented as algorithms 1, 2 and 3. We use standard We shall assume for the purpose of this section that the cost function is uniformly 0. However, other cost functions can be easily integrated into the framework provided here.
The CR functions not only capture the actions of the client transactions, but can extend them to capture additional semantics on the server. In our examples, ORDERBOOK is used to place orders with part suppliers and does not even exist on the client. However the CR routines always update the ORDERBOOK. Since executing the functions is mandatory in our model, we are guaranteed that successful reconciliation implies that these functions will be executed and the global ORDERBOOK will always be updated to reflect the correct order sizes. Moreover, notice how the semantics of a cancelorder are different from the semantics of modifyorder or neworder. Such (and more) semantic heterogeneity is impossible to capture in data centric reconciliation. (Note that in data centric reconciliation, we would need to specify one action for all data conflicts on records of the the same relation.) Note that all inserts from the conflict resolution function become the new writeset of the transaction during the reconciliation process. The neworder transaction, algorithm 1, is used by the disconnected client to book a new order from a customer. The transaction template we have presented takes into account the fact that the customer record may not be replicated on the client (since the client is free to replicate only a part of the CUSTOMER relation). However, note the the non-availability of a part on the client replica of PART is treated as a fatal error, since presumably a salesperson must at least replicate information about parts sold by this salesperson. Note that on the client, the neworder transaction only accesses the CUSTOMER and PARTS relations and manipulates the CUSTBOOK relation (since these are the only ones replicated on the clients). Nevertheless, the conflict resolution function does manipulate the global OR-DERBOOK during the reconciliation process, ensuring that the global state is always consistent. Note that the changes to ORDERBOOK made by the conflict resolution function for a given instance of neworder are not applied to the server database until that instance globally commits. Also note that the data that was read and modified need not be explicitly stored by the transaction, since the system automatically stores such values as a part of the transactions read and write sets, which are required by our algorithm.
Transaction modifyorder, algorithm 2, is used to change an order from a customer. As specified here it only allows modification of existing customer orders as replicated on the client. This is a strict requirement; the template can be easily modified to allow changes to orders not replicated by the client, and to have the conflict resolution function correctly look up missing orders during reconciliation. This is done by the cancelorder transaction.
Transaction cancelorder, algorithm 3, is used to accept cancelations for previous orders. Note that this template is unique in accepting cancelations for orders not replicated on the client database. In such a case the transaction merely records the orderid provided by the customer, and generates a warning. The error is not generated until the conflict resolution function is unable to locate the orderid on the server database.
Conclusions
We have presented an algorithm that provides multiversion reconciliation. The algorithm is unique in that conflict resolution and detection are integrated with global serializability testing.
A key concept in our algorithm is that conflict resolution and detection are decoupled from each other. The responsibility for detecting conflicts lies with the server. This is done by performing serializability testing on locally committed transactions from reconciling clients. On the other hand, conflict resolution is the responsibility of the client. The client manages this by providing the conflict resolution and cost functions for each transaction. In the absence of these functions, the server assumes a default, which guarantees snapshot isolation to "unmodified" client transactions. We have illustrated the use of conflict resolution functions using the salesperson example.
